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There are four matters in the submissions by the New Zealand Airports Association and Wellington 

Airport which BARNZ wishes to briefly comment upon: 

 The underlying view in those submissions that as economically mobile assets can be moved 

to alternative uses in competitive markets, then the costs of moving away from the airport’s 

underlying zone should be excluded from the valuation; 

 Neither the Commission’s proposed special assumption for zoning nor the NZ Airports 

expanded alternative reflect the ‘notionally vacant’ principle relied upon by NZ Airports;  

 The open nature of the ability sought for airport valuers to adopt any zoning they consider 

most appropriate for the land; and  

 Wellington Airport characterising BARNZ’s valuer as having created the difference in views 

on the appropriate zoning basis for preparing airport valuations. 

 

Moving assets between alternative uses in workably competitive markets is not costless 

NZ Airports appear to be basing their support for the Commission’s proposal to not account for the 

cost of moving from the current underlying zoning or designations of the airport land on the 

Commission’s original decision that land should be valued as ‘notionally vacant’.  This direction can 

be found in the first requirement in the current section A9.  However, the very next requirement 

specified in in the current section A9 was that regard should be had to the designation and zoning 

applying to the land.  The ‘notionally vacant’ requirement arose out of a concern by the Commission 

that the land valuation should not be adversely affected by the construction of specialised assets.  It 

was not intended to spawn a rule that the costs of changing from the current zoning of the land to 

the zoning required for the next best alternative use should be disregarded when assessing the 

opportunity cost value of the land.    

NZ Airports reasoning proceeds from the basis that as land is non-specialised and as such is 

‘economically mobile’ in workably competitive markets, the costs of moving away from airport 

zoning should be excluded from the asset value.  This does not follow.  It fails to reflect the fact that 

in the real world, or a workably competitive market, there are inevitably delays and costs involved in 

moving an asset from one use to another while the asset is decommissioned from the first use, 

reconfigured for the alternative use and legal rights are obtained. Such decisions are not cost-less 
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and changes to the use of land are not normally able to occur without the time and costs of 

converting the land to the alternative use being incurred and being reflected in the ultimate net 

benefit obtained by the land owner.   

A clear example of the costs of converting land to an alternative use can be found just five km up the 

road from Auckland Airport on land subject to what is known as Plan Change 35.  This land is 

immediately adjacent to land owned by Auckland Airport used to provide regulated airport services.  

The land (both that owned by the Plan Change 35 proponents and by Auckland Airport) is currently 

zoned Mangere Puhinui Rural Zone.  Plan Change 35 seeks to rezone approximately 150 ha of land 

from the Mangere Puhinui Rural Zone to two new business zones.  Council documents indicate that 

the plan change was first lodged in June 2010.  The applicants themselves describe how preparatory 

work began two years earlier, in the middle of 2008.  As 2015 draws to a close Plan Change 35 still 

has not been consented, although the Council has in the last few months indicated that there is 

‘political will’ for the land to be rezoned and council staff and advisors are recommending that the 

rezoning proceed.      

This land is not specialised, it is by and large vacant, it is remarkably free of any significant 

improvements, yet the process to achieve its rezoning to a light industrial or business type zone has 

taken more than seven years to date.  The owners of that land will necessarily be taking the costs of 

obtaining these zoning changes and the costs of holding the land during the time taken to obtain the 

zoning changes into account as they assess the net benefit to them of converting that land from its 

current rural use to its intended business use.   

The process, in a real world situation, of converting land to an alternative use is not instantaneous or 

cost-less, and, in disregarding a large portion of those costs, the Commerce Commission is proposing 

a valuation approach for airport land which will result in a value significantly greater than that which 

is relevant  in a workably competitive market.  The resulting valuation will therefore be inconsistent 

with the primary purpose of Part 4 of replicating outcomes in competitive markets, and will fail to 

promote an outcome of regulated suppliers being limited in their ability to extract excessive profits.  

 

The costs of rezoning the land from notionally vacant to MVAU is not captured in either the 

Commission’s or NZ Airports’ proposed special zoning assumption  

The underlying position adopted by NZ Airports is that, while the costs of moving away from airport 

zoning should be excluded, it agrees that ‘the time and cost (if any) of changing the zoning from 

notionally vacant to the HBAU zoning should be included in the MVAU’.  

However the drafting changes suggested by NZ Airports would effectively equate ‘notionally vacant’ 

with ‘HBAU’, and therefore eliminate any inclusion at all of the costs of rezoning the land in the 

MVAU valuation. 

Even the Commerce Commission’s approach of allowing surrounding zones as a special zoning 

assumption does not reflect NZ Airports’ underlying position that the time and cost of moving away 

from a notionally vacant zone should be included in the MVAU because the Commission proposes 

allowing the valuer to adopt a starting position, not of a vacant piece of land awaiting development, 

but rather of land already zoned for the alternative uses surrounding the airport. 
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In reality there would never be a two-step process akin to that forming the basis of the airports’ 

position.  Land moving from one use to another will be rezoned in a single process – not in two 

separate processes.  Valuers will therefore not have any reliable market information available to 

determine applicable rezoning costs and the exercise will become one of even greater subjectivity.   

 

NZ Airports’ proposal seeks to give valuers carte blanche to select the highest value zoning  

NZ Airports has criticised the Commission’s proposal to specify three choices from which valuers are 

directed to select their preferred starting assumption for the land zoning (current zoning, original 

zoning or zoning of surrounding land), and instead proposes changes to the drafting of the special 

zoning assumption in A4 that will enable valuers to have the freedom to consider any other relevant 

matter, and therefore to have an open book as to what zoning assumption to adopt.   

BARNZ strongly opposes these suggested amendments, which completely fail to promote the 

purposes of s52A (which includes limiting the ability of suppliers to extract excessive profits), s52R 

(of providing certainty to suppliers and consumers) or s53A (of providing sufficient information to 

interested parties to assess whether the purpose of s52A has been met).  The proposition simply 

amounts to enabling valuers to adopt as a starting point whatever zoning would result in the highest 

value of the land.  NZ Airports’ drafting changes go far beyond the ‘notionally vacant’ standard 

espoused in its submission, and instead seeks to have the land able to leap-frog from the airport’s 

underlying zoning or designation, by-passing a vacant future use type of land zone, to land 

immediately at a zone representing either the current best use selected by its valuer or the future 

best use identified by its valuer.  

NZ Airports has proposed that forward looking factors should be relevant to determining the base 

zoning assumption – namely ‘anticipated population growth’ and ‘current and anticipated supply 

and demand’.  This would enable the valuers to modify the base zoning assumption at each 

valuation to reflect anticipated changes in population, demand and land use needs.  It would give 

airports the benefit of assuming planning changes which other land owners (such as the owners of 

the Plan Change 35 land) have to work for years to achieve.  The airports are effectively asking the 

Commission to grant the owners of the airports a windfall gain in the form of an ever-improving 

zoning of their land at no cost or delay.  Again, this is completely inconsistent with the basis of s52A.      

As set out in BARNZ’s original submission on the land valuation draft determination, BARNZ is 

strongly opposed to the Commission’s proposal that the time and cost of rezoning land from its 

underlying zoning and designations be disregarded in the valuation process.  We do not believe this 

would reflect a true opportunity cost valuation.  However, if the Commission proceeds with this 

proposal then we submit that the Commission should specifically determine the starting zoning 

position for each of the three airports in order to provide certainty.  The submission from NZ 

Airports seeking to substantially widen the matters that can be taken into account by the valuers, 

including forward looking changes in population and demand, and to give valuers the ability to adopt 

any relevant type of zoning as the starting position, demonstrates why greater prescription is 

required in this area in order not only to provide certainty, but also to limit the ability for excessive 

profits to be extracted going forward.  
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Inclusion of zoning cost issue is not one arising out of BARNZ’s valuer’s approach  

In its cross-submission Wellington Airport has characterised this issue as being ‘attributable to the 

different application made by BARNZ’s valuer when applying the opportunity cost concept’.  BARNZ 

disagrees with this characterisation of how this issue has arisen. 

This issue has arisen as a result of some airport valuers not following what we regard as a clear 

direction in sections 9 and 10 of the current Schedule A that the valuers should determine the 

existing or underlying zoning of the land or designations, the likelihood of the designation being 

uplifted or the land rezoned, and costs (if any) likely to be involved in this.   This was outlined in 

section C of our submission to the Commission on 8 December.   

As also noted in that submission, the same view was held by Darrochs, the valuation firm appointed 

by the Commission to review the airport land valuations during the S56G process.  Darrochs 

concluded that the Wellington Airport land valuation did not comply with Schedule A due to it not 

appropriately allowing for the likelihood and costs of obtaining the necessary zoning changes. 

We also note that Christchurch Airport’s valuers allowed a significant sum to reflect the time, cost 

and risk involved in obtaining the necessary planning changes to move to the alternative use. 

Therefore this issue of how the costs of moving from the current or underlying zoning of the airport 

land should be reflected in the valuation is not one which can be attributed to a different application 

or interpretation being taken by BARNZ’s valuer.    

 

 


